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Background

The Intemational Administration of SIL is concemed about several

serious issues that have come to light recently regarding the misuse. or
potential misuse. of copyrighted material. It was felt that something needed

to be said on the subject of copyright to prclmote a bettBr urrderstanding of
these issues,

The matter of copyright involves our Christiall ethoii. If we do not

honor the copyright of other organizations whetr we use their materials, we

are sinning and acting outside the Christian ethos. The Scriptures

admonish us not only to keep rvithin the legal systen'ls but to act so

scrupulously that we can never even be called in10 question. We should

maintain the moral high ground and be willing to do more than the law

requires. not less.

We need to be aware. too, that what is done in one situation has

repercussions in other areas of our SiL world. Cr:pyright is one of those

seldom-thought-about things that effbct us only occasionally but, when

mishandled by one person or entity. may cause serious problen:s for

otherc. One myth about copyright and attitudes needs to be dealt with

before I explore the intricacies of this subjeot. Some may think that

because you work in a country that has not signed the Universal Copyright

Convention (UCC), you do not have to abide by copyrigk laws. 1 wsuld
Iike to address this on several levels. The term Urivenral is used, although

there is really no one copyright law that covers all the countries of the

world. There are two copyright conventions: the UCC and the Berne

Convention, There are also bilateral agreements as well as the World Trade

Organization agreements, all of which deal rvith copyright and other

intellectual property rights. The United States copyright law is tied into the

bilateral treaty agreements that the United States has with other countries.

It is intrinsic to the United States treaty policy. A nation that has a treaty

with the united Stares is bound to honor our united states copyrights. I do
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not have a list of countries that have treaties r.vith the United States, but

there are verY few that do not.

The second copyright convention. the Berne convention, has been

signed by ninety-six flations including the united states. There are slight

differences between the UCC copyright laws and those of the Beme

Convention; I will deal with those differences later. It is likely that the

country you &rs working in belongs to one or both of these conventions or

has entered into a bilaleral treary Bgreement,

some may be tempted to say, 'olt is easier to ask forgiveness than

permission." Surely this is sin. To hold oneself above the law for the sake

of convenience is an attitude unbecoming to a Christian' In a court of law

it will be rejocted. Ignorance of the law is no sxcusei and when we do not

honor a copyright! we are breaking the law.

So what is coPYright?

I will use the united States copyright law as the basis for explaining the

protection and limitations that affect SIL as an organization' The following

is quoted from information provided by the United States Library of

Congress. The bolding of text is mine for emphasis'

The purpose of a copyright is o'To promote the progrers of science and

useful arts. by securing fbr limited times to authors and inventors the

exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries" (u's'

Constitution, Artiale I, Soction 8).

CopyrightisaformofprotectionprovidedbythelawsoftheUnitedStates
1titi" fi, U.S, Code) of the authors of "original w.rks of authorship"

including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual

,vorks. ihis prorection is available to both published and unpublish€d

works. Section 106 of the Copyright Act generally gives the owner of

copyright the exclusive right to do and to,authorize others t<r do the

following:

To reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords;

To prepare derivqtfue uorftr baeed upon the copyrlghted work;

To distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the

publlcbysaleorothertransferofownershlpnorbyrcntol,lease'or
Iending;

To perform the copyrighted work publicly, in the case of literary'

,r,u.i.i, dramatic' and choreographic works, pantomimes' gnd motion

pictures and other audiovisual works;
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To display the copyrighted work publicly, in the case of literary'

musieal, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and

pictorlat, graphic, or sculptural works' including the individual images

of a motion picture or other rudiovlsual work; and

In the case of sound recordings, lo perform ihe work publicly by means

of a digital audlo transmisslon.

In addition, certain authors of works of visual art have the rights of
attribution and integrity as described in section 106A of the 1976

Copyright Act. For further intbrmation, request Circular 40'

It ls illegal for anyone to violate any of the rights provided by the

copyrlght code to the owner of the copyright. These rights, however, are

noi unlimited in scope. Sections 107 through l?0 of the 1976 Copyright

Act establish limitations on these rights, In some cases! these limitations

are specitied exemptions from copyright liability. one major limitation is

the doctrine of,fair use," which is given a statutory basis in section I 0? of
the Act" In other instances, the limitation takes the form of a "compulsory

license,' under which certain limited uses of copydghted works aro

permitted upon payment of specified royalties and compliance with

statutory conditions.

Fair use

The following is also quoted from the information provided by the

Library of Congress:

one of the rights accordett to th6 owner of copyright is the right to
reproduce or to suthorize othsrs to reproduce the work in copies or

phonorecords. This right is subject to certain Limitations found in sections

i 07 through I 20 of the copyright act (title I 7, U'S. Code)' One of the more

important lirnitations is the doctrine of "fair use." Although fair use was

noi mentioned in the previous copyright law, the dootrine has developed

through a substantial number olcourt decisior:s over tho years'

Section 107 contains a list of the various purposes for which the

reproduction of a particular work may be considered "fairn" such as

criticism, comment, tlews reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research'

Section 107 also sets out four factors to be considered in determining

whether or not a particular use is t'air:

1. the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of

commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposesi

2. the narure of the copyrighted work;

3. tlre arnount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the

copyrighted rvork as a whole: artd
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4. the efTect of the use upon the potential market for or value of'lhe
copyrighted work.

The distinction between "fair use" and infringement may be unclear and

not easily defined. There is no specific number of words, lines, or notes

that nray safely be taken without permission. Acknowledging the source

of the copyrighted materill does not substitute for obtaining
permission.

The 196l Report oJ'the Register o/'Copyrights on the Geneml Revision af
the U.S. Copyright IaN, pites examples oi activitiEs that courts have

regarded as fair use: "quetation of excerpts in a reviow or qtticism for
purposes of illustration or comment; quotetion of short possages in a

soholarly or technical rvork, tor illustrution or clarification of the author's
observations; use in a parody ofsome ofthe contelrt ofthe work parodied;

sumrnary ol'an address or article, with brief quotatiolls, itr a news report;

reproduction by a tibrary of u portion of a work to replace part of a

damaged copyi reproductlon by a teacher or rtudent of a small part of
a work to illustrate a lcsson; reproduction of a work in legislative or
judicial proceedings or reports; incidental and fortuitous reproduction, in a

newsreel or broadcast, of a work located in the scene of an event being

rep0rted."

Copyriglrt protecrts the particular way an author hus expressed himself; it
does not extend to any ideas, systenrs, or factual inf'ormation conveyed in

the work.

The safest course is nlways to get permission from the copyright owner
before using copyrighted material' The Copyright Office cannot give this

permission.

When it is impracticable to obtain pemtission, use of copyrighted material

should be avoided unless the doctrine of"fair use" would clearly apply to

the situation. The Copyright Office can neither determine if a certain use

may be considered 'ofair" nor advise on possible copyright violations. If
ther.e is any doubt, it is advisable to consult an attomey-

Differences between the Berne and Universal Copyright Conventions

The United States copyright procedures and laws undcrwent dramatic

changes in l9?6. Most of those changes had little or no effect on the areas

of protection that concern SIL and its publications. However" in 1989 the

United States signed the Bepre Convention, which is recognized by most

of the countries of the woild, and this did have an effect on SIL

publicati,crrs.

The primary difference between the Berne Convention and the

Universal Copyright Convention is that the copyright syrnbol (O)
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previously required by UCC and United States copyright law is not

iequired io establish one's rights to a work under the Beme Convention.

Secondly. it affords protecrion for copyrighted works in each country to

the extent that each country protects its own citizens' works. For example,

the United States protects a work for the life of the author plus fifty years.

country A may have no limitation; once made, a copyright is permanent.

But if a cirizen of country A publishes a book in the United states, his

work would be protected according to united States copyright law, that is,

for fifty years after his death, rather than forever' (Note: If a work

originated before 1978, when the copyright term was much shorter, the

cofiyright has been automatically extended to give protection for the life of
the author plus fiffY Years')

Although neither the Berne corrvention, ucc, nor urrited states

copyright law requires ttre copyright symbol, sIL feels that including the

,yinUol in our publications will discourage infringemont by those who

don't understand the law'

SIL policY

The SIL bylaw on copyriglrt (Board action of November, 95) reads as

follows:

In liglrt of the United states' signing the Beine convention a8reement on

copyright, an agreemont whichls rec*gnized by m'st of the countries of

tlre wcrrta and which providcs a brosd protection to copyright holders, the

fbllowiug direction should be ohserved:

All Scripture publications prepared uncler the auspices of SIL should

conform to the basic United States and Universal Copyright Convention

copyright regulations by including the copyright symbol' the name of the

publisher and the date of publication'

For the purposBs of copyright, scripture translalions prepared under the

auspices of S1i- are "works tbr hire"l therefore SIL, not an individual, is

considered to be the author or owner of all such works, The copyright term

for.,works for hire" is seventy-five years from the date of publication.

Copyright issues for SIL

several questions arise in regard to the copyright of sIL Scripture

publications. The first is, Does copyright achieve our goal of assuring that
'scriptures 

translated by sIL personnel are available to the people groap

for-which thet, wer"e tianslaied? The primary concern is that the people

have access tc) the material and can reprint books if they desire to do so
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after the translator has departed. Will copyrighting the publications

guarantee this?

Second, Hon* do we maintain the integity of the trawlation afier
publication if we do not capr),'ight? Third If the publication is allowed to

be in the public domain, catild athers copyright it as their own, respicting

republication by the language group? Finally, Can a Unitefl States

publisher register a work produced in a foteign countn' for copyright

under a United States copyright?

Before giving attention to these questions, we should understand some-

thing about ownership. Original works are the sole property of the author.

These works have five intrinsic rights: the rights to reproduce, to distri-

bute, to pelfonn, to display, and to create derivative wotlaq based on the

original. An author may give away or sell any or allof these rights. This is

normally done in a document called a "Tratrsfer of Rights" or a

"Publishing Agreement."

In the case of a person hired to create a work, the resulting work is a

"work for hire," As such, it is the property of the employer/owner, who

may transfer any and all rights to the work to someone else.

A publishing agreement is a document in which the rights Xo a work are

given to another person or group. It oan be very diverse and is therefore

impossible to describe in all its aspects here. Both the International Bible

society and the Bible League consider their Memorandums of Agreement

witfr iU" to be publishing agreements. Those documents do not deal

completely with everything we would like to see in a publishing

agrelment, but they are a good basis of cooperation for publishing our

work. Under these agreements, SIL retains "subsidiary rights" and the right

of revision. This means that we retain the right to audio and video

transcribing, as well as publishing small books. On the matter of revision,

our agreements state that we must offer the publisher the opporAlnity to

print the revision. If they choose not to publish it. we are free to find

another publisher.

Now for the questions I posed earlier.

It would appear that just copyrighting our material doesn't assure its

availability to the Ianguage group. A publishing agreement must address

this issue. our present sIL Publication Guidelines, which are accepted as

the basis of a publishing agreement, call for the participation of the

language group, but we need to broaden these guidelines so that others

might initiate a request when SIL is no longer present'
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The question of public domain is very complex' When a work is

published without sufficient documentation such as copyright notice,

publication notice, date of publication, author or publisher information. it

may be assumed to be not copyrighted. It would fall into the category of
public domain, which means that it is for public use and no one oan

copyright it. By failing to provide sufficient documentation or copy-

rigtrting, we would run the risk of people using SIL Scriptures.or altering

thim, iven though they could not establish ownership, copyright tJ1em, or

control reprint rights. So, it is in our best intorest to continue to copyright

the publications under our present publishers rather than allow our material

to become public domain. Though the Bane convention and the Universal

Copyright bonvention do not recognize tho necessity of the copyright

,y*to[ the symbol dissuades most people from claiming they didn't

understand that the work was copyrighted. Under the Berne Convention's

copyright Iaws it would not be difficult for SIL to establish its ownership

of our material.

The united states copyright law explains that we cannot regisler a

oopyright for a work thai is produced in an overseas branch of SIL. The

,.gulutlon* say that if a work is produced in a foreigrr country, the author

mlst reproduce the work in ihe United States \ilithin three years of the

original printing in order to register the work in the united states. But we

"ai 
cc,mply *iit UCC 

'egulations 
and the Berne Convention and make

sure thai we lrave sufficient proof of our involvcnrent and use the

copyright symbol in all our publications. we rvill need to be sure that our

*rt..iItr carry enough information on the title page and/or publisher's

page to assure that we are recognized as their producers'

In connection witlr having sufficient proof, it is important to understand

thar proposed sIL legislation srates that all works produced by sIL

,"*b.*i are ,,works for hire," not iust Scripture publications, as

previously rnentioned- Properly archived backup copies and records of

"aiting 
checks should be on file in each SIL branch'

Permissions and contracts for use of copyrighted biblical illustrations

SlLlrasagreemelrtswiththeUnitedBibleSocieties,theAmerican
Bible Society, Coof Communications Ministries, Tyndale House' New

Tribes Mission. and International Bible Society for the use of Scripture

illustrations. For specific information on obtaining permission to use

illustrations fi-om these organizations, pleaso see the June 1997 edition of

Pub I ic ati an G u i de. li nes.
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An explanation of usage and permissions ri'lay help us in understanding
copyright issues. When an organization holds a copyright on a book,
picture, recording. or video, they may give either limited or exclusive
rights to others to reproduce it. In giving limited rights to reproduce their
pictures in books, they are not giving the receiving organization the right
to reproduce the pictures in other types of media. such as CD-ROM,
filmstrip, or poster. Pernrission to reproduce most copyrighted material is a

one-form, one-use permit. In other words. permission to reproduce pictures

in one portion of Scripture does not mean you may reproduce them in
another portion-or even in a reprinting of the original portion, unless

reprinting is foreshadowed in the original agreement. Pernrission mu$ be

sought for every use. To repcat, it is a one-form, one-time permit.

SIL has several types of agreements with the aforenrentioned agencies.

For example, our contract with Cook Communications is a "limited use"

contract. It says we may use pictures from their book called the

"Children's Bible" and pictures that SIL's Peru Branch adapted with
permission from Cook. These pictures have been provided in catalogs for
use by SIL entities. However, prior permission must be obtained to use the

pictures in any given publication, and a copy of the publication must be

sent to Cook at the conclusion of the printing,

I have been negotiating for SIL with Cook on the scanning and distri-
bution of a CD-ROM of all Cook's pictures and for "blanket permission"

fbr the use of Cook pictures in SIL Scriptures. These negotiations have

been going on for neurly three years. I did obtain permission for
International Publishing Services in Dallas to scan the pictures and to
produce a CD-ROM and catalog. However, Cook has maintained their
position on usagei they did not give us blanket permission' Prior
permission must still be obtained before we publish any book using Cook's
pictures. They asked that my office be the central point of communication:
they will receive requests from this office and grant permission via this

office. (All the information on this process is in the Publication
Guidelines.)

Katy Barnwell, Intemational Coordinator for Translation, and I have

been working on Bible pictures for nearly seven years. She has carried on

the negotiations with the UBS for the use of the Knowles/Bass pictures,

We have kept each other fully informed, and all our negotiations are for
SIL as a corporation. However. the responsibility for SIL's use of
Scripture illustrations is with me a^s Intemational Coordinator for
Publishing.
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Copyrighting hymns

Carl D. DuBois, SIL translator in the Philippines, has been dealing with
the matter of hymns and the use of copyrighted music. His excellent article
on the subject appears elsewhere in this issue.

Concluslon

It is my hope that this article has cleared up some of the miscon-
ceptions conceming copyright as it affecB SIL. We cannot afford to be
ignorant of the laws on this subjec! nor can we, as responsible members of
SIL and as Christians, ignore or fail to comply with them.


